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Abstract. *Purpose:* to substantiate application of REAL-methodic for training of students-sportsmen at initial stage of arm wrestling. *Material:* in the research 25 1st and 2nd year students participated. The students attended 3 trainings every week. Each training session lasted 2 hours. REAL-methodic was used at initial stage of training at the beginning of the first semester and after one month of trainings. The research took two months (September – October 2015). At each training session REAL-methodic used three times: in first part (warming up); in second (main) – in rest pauses for understanding of discipline; in third part (final) for recreation and relaxation. *Results:* 23 from 25 students-sportsmen accurately fulfilled two main arm wrestling techniques: attack over top and attack in hook; two sportsmen made little mistakes in attacking techniques. It was found that effectiveness of this methodic application to large extent depends on students’ motivation, on comfort condition of their nervous system; on presence of mutual trust and positive micro-climate in students’ group. *Conclusions:* application of REAL-methodic at initial stage of students-sportsmen’s training accelerated perception of training technologies and arm wrestling techniques, shortened period of techniques’ mastering, permitted to quicker pass to preparatory period of sport training basic stage.
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**Introduction**
Arm wrestling is a traumatic kind of sports due to its power orientation and technical complexity. That is why it is extremely dangerous to admit students-sportsmen to competition functioning without their clear understanding of arm wrestling techniques. When mastering techniques at initial training stage there appears some difficulties. The main difficulty for young sportsmen is perception, systemizing, processing and reproduction of verbal and motor (non verbal) information, rendered by coach. This difficulty can be solved with the help of REAL-methodic, offered by N.M. Maslova and her followers [5, 9–13].

Health related component of REAL-methodic completely justifies itself if it is used in physical culture – sport sphere. It protects, corrects and improves health due to starting of self regulation mechanism [15]. General approaches to determination of purpose, tasks and content of environmental pedagogic, including physical education means, are elucidated in monograph of Prof. L.N. Necheporenko [16]. In work by N.A. Oleynik et al. [17] content of discipline “Physical culture” was analyzed from environmental position and correspondence to conception of noosphere education. The authors present all groups of means and methods of psycho-physical self-regulation, which are used in students’ physical education. The authors note that specificity of most of kinds of sports implies usage of right-side and left side movements. That is why specialists in physical culture and sports shall understand it by themselves, feel it and promote it among supporters of noosphere education. In work by N.N. Zavidivska [6] noosphere pedagogic paradigm was substantiated as conceptual basis of students’ health-related physical culture education. The author reveals noosphere essence of physical education and health related education of students as well as generalizes main aspects of noosphere pedagogic paradigm oriented on fundamentalization of health related physical culture education. In this work the following necessities are noted: cultivation of holistic, sound thinking; provisioning of person with tools for independent practicing of healthy life style. Besides, ability to set aims, to choose physical culture means and foresee after effects of own actions in health are marked out.

In the works by V.M. Klochko and D.O. Bezkorovainiy [8], V.M. Klochko and T.V. Bondarenko [11] it is noted that application of REAL-methodic at initial stage of students-sportsmen’s training in arm wrestling gives positive result, accelerates perception of training technologies and arm wrestling techniques, shortens period of techniques’ mastering as well as speeds up transition to preparatory basic stage of sport training [8, 11]. Alongside with it there is a demand in continuation of such researches for prevention from traumatism in arm wrestling.

**Purpose, tasks of the work, material and methods**
The *purpose of the work* is to substantiate application of REAL-methodic for training of students-sportsmen at initial stage of arm wrestling during their studying in HEE of engineering specialties.

The tasks of the work: 1) to study literature on the researched problem; 2) to work out schema-pattern – of sportsman’s skillfulness; 3) to substantiate purposefulness of application of the worked out schema-pattern in the process of training session.

*Material and methods of the research:* in the research 1st and 2nd year students of KhNUME participated (n = 25). Students attended trainings three times every week. Each training session lasted 2 hours. REAL-methodic
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was used at initial stage of training at the beginning of the first semester and after one month of trainings. From that moment student received initial idea about this kind of sports, about elements of sportsmanship, familiarized with principles of techniques and tactic of duel.

The research took two months (September – October 2015). At each training session REAL-methodic used three times: in first part (warming up); in second (main) – in rest pauses for understanding of discipline; in third part (final) for recreation and relaxation.

At the end of the research sportsmen’s fulfillment of techniques was assessed by experts. It was noted that 23 from 25 students-sportsmen accurately fulfilled two main arm wrestling techniques: attack over top and attack in hook; two sportmen made little mistakes in attacking techniques.

**Results of the researches**

Arm wrestling is a power kind of sports, in which important role is played by technical tactic fitness of sportsmen. By the latter arm wrestling is very close to wrestling. Arm wrestling is full fledged and attractive kind of sports with well developed system of trainings and competitions. Initial stage is of special importance for a sportsman. In arm wrestling one must not start main training loads and direct duels without proper technical training. Traumas are quite possible and it would result in disappearing of motivation.

Arm wrestling technique develops on the base of analysis of content of sportsmen’s competition functioning [3, 4, 8]. It implies registration and evolution of basic requirements and rational variants of techniques, considering limbs’ positions in space, their trajectories, distribution of opponent’s forces. Arm wrestling techniques are rather conservative because they are restricted by rules of competitions and small space of sportsmen’s interaction. Increase of general and special fitness, training of sportsmen’s individual abilities – all these influence on technique and its elements. With it main mechanism of movements preserves. Formation and development of every sportsman’s technique is realized with consideration of his weight-height indicators and strength of main muscular groups. Correct assessment of movements’ technique permits for sportsman to use main and auxiliary training exercises in more correct way. Perfection of sportsmen’s technical actions shall be continuous and constant (cyclic-evolutional) with increasing of his fitness level [6, 8, 9].

For quicker mastering of arm wrestling techniques we offered to use holistic systemic bio-adequate methodic, which was developed under guidance of academician N.V. Maslova [3, 5, 9, 11]. This methodic is a combination of coach’s and sportsman’s coordinated actions targeted at motivation and activation of holistic and dynamic thought-forms of sport orientation and skills of work with them. Organization of work was built on integral synthesis of evolving physiological, mental, psychic and moral functions of trainees.

Specific features of REAL-methodic:
- Relaxation stages alternated with active stages;
- Against relaxation background there takes place accumulation of information (work of right semi-sphere). With activation left semi-sphere’s functions are trained (logic, analysis, structuralizing of information);
- Calm atmosphere of training results in improvement of psycho-physical parameters of students-sportsmen’s self feeling.

Compulsory condition of bio-adequate training is involvement of sensor motor and symbol stage of work with information. Effectiveness of this methodic application to large extent depends on students’ motivation, on comfort condition of their nervous system; on presence of mutual trust and positive micro-climate in students’ group.

In every training active and relaxation stages of information perceiving and mastering go turn by turn. Active stage implies the following kinds of work [1, 2, 7, 8, 13]:
- Discussion of studied problems;
- Personal experience exchange with perceiving of meaning space of the studied questions;
- Oral questioning of students on the studied material.

In relaxation stage the following work shall be done:
- Listening to the studied material and its visualization;
- Listening to musical compositions for creation of positive psycho-emotional background; these compositions shall differ from compositions of active stage;
- Projecting of virtual models of the studied information by switching brain’s projective function in work;
- Construction of thought scheme (pattern) of virtual model of the studied information;
- Creation of comfort zone of training process participants’ thinking: “coach-students’ group”, “coach-student”, “student-student”.
Table 1. Stages of work with information as per REAL-methodic (by N.V. Antonenko et al.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages of work at training session</th>
<th>Description of stage and its orientation</th>
<th>Student’s psycho-physiological condition</th>
<th>Student’s tasks and actions</th>
<th>Task of impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Sensor motor</td>
<td>relaxation</td>
<td>Listen to information and visualize it</td>
<td>Introduction of new material considering student’s personal experience and choice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Symbol</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td>Draw symbol, pattern, information; discussion of information</td>
<td>Involve brain’s different centers in work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Logical</td>
<td>relaxation</td>
<td>Listening to text (task)</td>
<td>Understanding of information through logical thinking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Linguistic</td>
<td>activity</td>
<td>Reading the text (task). Analysis, translation and etc.</td>
<td>Mastering of material</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Pattern* is reference thought form, filled with complete structuralized information in algorithmic order. One of its important tasks is to switch in operation all channels of perception, basing on personal experience of a trainee or archetypes (stable pictures of unconscious). Image is result and ideal form of reflection of material or ideal object in human mind. It appears on the base and in form of symbols in conditions of practice and cognition.

In work with 1st and 2nd year students we tested REAL-methodic we received positive result. As the basis we took pattern of professional workmanship of T.V. Bondarenko [5], which was used by the author in training of KhNUME students to discipline “Management of professional workability” (fig.1).

Fig.1. Schema-pattern “Professional functioning of specialist” (by T.V. Bondarenko)

In our case tree in the schema is sportsman’s personality. The tree’s foundation (success in realization of sportsmanship) is single root system (sportsman’s health), represented by three branches (physical, psychic and social health). Status of root system (health) conditions vital capacity of tree (sportsman) and depends on ground, on which he lives as well as on many endogenous and exogenous factors, including natural ones (cloud), daily and other biological rhythms (sun-moon). For feeding and strengthening of tree fertile soil is required (sport health). The state and composition of soil influence on growth of the whole tree (height, volume of crown), on its ability to blossom and give fruits (flowers, apples).

The trunk of tree (thought form of sport workability) is the main indicator of progress (sport achievements). Damages of trunk (harmful habits) significantly limit harmony of growth and influence on tree’s (sportsman) vital capacity in the whole. Sportsmanship is tree’s crown, which can have different volume. As it is known there is close connection between crown (sportsmanship) and root system (health): on surface of ground their area is approximately equal. Crown consists of combination of branches) components of sportsmanship: qualification, efficiency, activity, sport ethic and so on), on which (as indicator of sport functioning’s quality) beautiful flowers (realization of sport functioning, creative potential) bloom or not bloom. If technology of wood care (sport regimen) violates physiological laws, the flowers can be flawed (invested funds do not justify result) and fruits (results in money or other form) will be wormy or not appear at all.

**Discussion**

Organization of training process in arm wrestling requires consideration of many factors, which characterize personality of sportsman and his coach [18–24]. Prevention of sportsmen from traumatism is especially important. All these taken together determine success of sportsmen’s and coach’s actions.

The results, received by us, confirm the opinion of many other authors [5, 6, 8–11, 17] about effectiveness of REAL-methodic application in education and physical culture-sport activity. The researches by N.V. Maslova et al. [15] confirm urgency and effectiveness of this methodic usage for economy of human thinking and improvement of health. The authors think that structualizing of academic information as per principle of gold proportions is a preventive measure in solution of pedagogic task of health protection.

The offered by us methodic is based on combination of coach’s and sportsman’s coordinated actions. The main direction of such interaction is motivation and activation of holistic thought forms of sport orientation and skills of technological work with them. In training process important role is played by integral preparation, the basis of which is synthesis of physiological, mental, psychic and moral functions of sportsmen. Especial importance has thought pattern of sport workability. This thought pattern is the main indicator of sport achievements. Such approach to construction of training process permits to more effectively control sportsmen’s actions.

**Conclusions:**

Application of REAL-methodic at initial stage of students-sportsmen’s training in arm wrestling gave positive result, accelerated perceiving of trainings’ technologies and arm wrestling techniques, shortened period of techniques’ mastering and permitted to quicker pass to preparatory basic stage of sport training.

It is noted that 23 from 25 students-sportsmen accurately fulfilled two main arm wrestling techniques: attack over top and attack in hook; two sportsmen made little mistakes in attacking techniques.

Further researches will be oriented on application of REAL-methodic on stages of basic training and direct, pre-competitions’ training. For assessment of this methodic it is planned to use special tool methods of students’ health assessment.
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